
A Bunch 1011 

Chapter 1011: Distress Signal? 

What was going on? 

Ivan and Jessica stared at the screen. The Aborigine in the lead was holding the Heaven’s fate sword and 

slashed across the air several hundred meters away before he stopped moving. 

The moment the aborigine slashed his sword, both of them felt a suffocating sensation through the 

screen. However, this feeling only lasted for a moment before it disappeared without a trace. 

The energy shield did not seem to be severely damaged. That momentary feeling was more like an 

illusion… … 

“Is it a bluff?”Jessica muttered to herself as she looked at Ivan beside her. 

 

Ivan was silent for a second before he shook his head in puzzlement. After all, that suffocation feeling 

just now was too real. 

“Ai, check the degree of energy consumption…”Jessica issued an order, then, she looked at Bernier, who 

had been silent all this while. “Our commander-in-chief has limited energy reserves. Next time, don’t be 

so easily scared and use it recklessly…” 

These words were obviously teasing the other party. Ivan could only smile helplessly. He also felt that 

Nepal was a little too extreme. 

“No matter what, it’s always a good idea to be safe. Let’s first analyze the scale of the attack just now. It 

can be used as the enemy’s firepower parameters. Speaking of which, I didn’t expect to see such a 

luxurious piece of equipment like the Heaven’s fate sword in such a place. If it’s possible, can you give it 

to me after you’ve captured it?” 

“That depends on who got it…”Jessica smiled coldly. “AI, Activate Scatter Fire Strike!” 

Two seconds later, their relaxed expressions suddenly froze… 

Because ai didn’t respond… 

“What’s the situation?” 

Jessica and Elven looked at each other in shock. A sense of unease immediately rose in their hearts. 

Then, Elven suddenly realized that Nepal, which had been standing still the entire time, was also not 

quite right… 

From the beginning, the other party had not said a word, and had not moved at all… 

Elven’s heart skipped a beat, and he called out tentatively, “Bernie?” 

There was no response… 



Jessica also realized that something was wrong, and when she looked carefully, Bernie seemed to have 

lost his breathing arc… … 

“Bernie?”Jessica could not help but Pat the other party, and then she saw Bernie’s body fall to the sides 

like a watermelon that had been cut open! 

Jessica:”! !” 

As Bernie Fell, in an instant, the cutting line of the entire fortress began to slowly enlarge. Only then did 

Jessica understand that the suffocation just now was not an illusion! 

Bang! 

As the cutting line enlarged, the indestructible steel fortress instantly disintegrated. Like a swarm of 

bees that had hit a beehive, it instantly dispersed, and the mechs that filled the sky quickly rose into the 

air! 

The mechs that did not rise into the air, on the other hand, were lying flat on the grass forever. 

Jessica and Ivan looked at each other and saw the shock in each other’s eyes. Without saying anything 

else, the two of them activated their main mechs and flew into the swarm of mechs. 

Jessica immediately activated the soul link! 

In an instant, she got a clear count of the number of people. The engineers in the middle were gone. The 

engine core had been cut off. The AI system had been damaged along with Bernier’s core! 

At this time, they could only rely on manual command… 

“Elven…”Jessica floated in the air and looked down at the Dark Knight Troop. She took a deep breath 

and said, “I have already sent you all the data of the intelligent analysis. When the fight starts, run!” 

Elven: “Okay!” 

From the sword attack just now, both of them knew that this troop in front of them, at least the person 

with the sword, was not someone they could contend against… 

On the other side, following the collapse of the fortress, a group of orcs, including Hoult, were staring at 

everything in front of them with their mouths agape, especially Hoult, who was staring at the line on the 

ground that seemed to cut through the world, his entire body was practically in a state of paralysis. 

He did not understand what had happened! 

Old Savon was also staring blankly at that incomparably familiar yet unfamiliar face in the distance. His 

heart was filled with shock and despair at the same time. 

At this moment, the opposing army was facing the sky full of mechas. They were as steady as statues, 

but an outsider could tell that the auras of the two armies did not seem to be of the same level! 

Without the protection of the fortress, only by truly looking at the opposing army could the beastmen 

feel that incomparably terrifying pressure! 



“Kill!”Following Swain’s long sword pointing and using human language to utter this word, old savonen 

completely realized that if the magical army that his chief had brought back was the army of gods.., then 

the army led by the demon in front of him was an army that could slaughter gods! 

———— — 

“You must be joking…” 

In the distance, Rennes and the others watched as the group of black-armored knights swept through 

the battlefield in a manner that was akin to chopping melons and cutting vegetables. Even the Rock 

Demon, who had spoken the hardest earlier, sucked in a breath of cold air at this moment. 

The exploration team on the other side was definitely not weak. Even if they used up all their strength, 

they would still need to spend a great deal of effort to take down the precise mecha linkage technology. 

They would definitely not be able to accomplish such a one-sided massacre like this team in front of 

them! 

“The Apocalypse Sword, everyone has one… Oh My God, is there such a luxury?”A skinny demon 

gasped. 

The people who came here with Rennes were all high-ranking officers at the lieutenant general level and 

above. In the Bolton faction, the worst was the commander of a planet’s military region! 

But even so, very few of them were willing to spend money to buy the apocalypse sword… … 

For the soldiers to use… … This was simply packaging shit into a golden trash can! 

Rennes silently looked at the battlefield. Not only was the equipment excellent, but the combat strength 

of these soldiers was also extremely astonishing. Each of them was a level six lifeform, and the combat 

strength they displayed was definitely not inferior to that of the martial school students trained by the 

regular schools… 

Such an army was considered a sharp blade in the Bolton faction, but this number actually reached a 

hundred thousand… … 

“Stop looking, let’s Go!”Rennes said faintly. 

The demons didn’t hesitate in the slightest when they heard this and all nodded. 

The incomparably strange combat strength of this army before them made them not have the slightest 

intention of supporting their newly formed allies… 

They were here to collect specimens, not to give up their lives… 

As they spoke, they turned their heads, planning to retreat in another direction first, and then slowly 

make their plans. 

However, as soon as they turned around, they were stunned… 

A few hundred meters behind them, a group of soldiers in black armor had surrounded them. 



They were still wearing strange black living armor, and each of them was holding a thin ice-like sword. 

The leader was a slender woman with a pair of green eyes that only high-level undead had… 

“When is it?”Rennes stared at the dark mass of soldiers in a daze, his whole body cold! 

After all, he was a level-14 warrior who had been surrounded by tens of thousands of people. wasn’t it a 

little too strange? 

———- — 

“Oh?” 

In the city of Skye, which was tens of thousands of miles away, Seer, who was walking along a small path 

with the principal toward Kate City, stopped in her tracks. She looked toward the south, raised her arm, 

and looked at the runes unique to thunder warriors on her arm, his eyes were filled with complicated 

emotions. 

The principal looked at Seer, narrowed his eyes, and asked, “Distress signal?” 

Chapter 1012: Ryan in trouble (Part One) 

Interesting… 

Seer felt the burning sensation on her arm and felt a complicated and strange feeling in her heart. 

The same family, especially the direct bloodline, would have a bloodline connection. There were many 

cases of people using this bloodline connection to ask for help at critical moments. The range was 

usually within 100,000 light-years. Logically speaking, if there was a chance to rescue.., it was rare for 

the descendants of a family not to help. In this cold and vast universe, a bloodline was considered a rare 

tie. 

However, Seer never thought that there would be a day when Rennes would use his bloodline to ask for 

help in this place. What was his purpose? 

Was he trying to test him in this way? But wasn’t this method of testing him a little too childish? Rennes 

and I were brothers, and both of them knew what they were capable of. The kind that wished for the 

other party to die. Not to mention that the other party’s condition was unknown, even if he saw the 

other party being hacked to death in front of him… It would be good if I didn’t follow up and stab him 

twice… … 

 

How could I fall for such a trick? 

Moreover, to ask for help in this way, one first had to expose their position. Not only did they alert the 

enemy, but they also self-destructed their coordinates. This kind of silly thing didn’t seem like 

Rennes’style of doing things… 

Or are you just pretending? 

Exposing the coordinates, drawing attention, actually bringing in the main force while waiting for an 

opportunity elsewhere? 



But I think it’s his first time here? How’s that working out for you in a situation where you don’t know 

the terrain? 

And you’re not afraid to read his mind and go after him? 

And… . Again. … ? … or perhaps it was a double trick that was actually attracting him and preparing an 

ambush there? 

“What are you in a daze for?”The principal looked at Xi ye curiously. Although XI ye was wearing a 

helmet, he could still tell that Xi Ye had been staring at his arm in a daze. 

“You’re not really thinking of saving your brother, are you?” 

“Ha…”Xi ye sneered. “I was wondering if there’s a chance for me to go over and help with the wound…” 

“Actually, this is an opportunity…”the principal suddenly said. 

“Eh?”Xi Ye was stunned. “I’m just saying. I’m not going to do something as boring as helping out…” 

The principal said, “I’m saying that this is an opportunity to make use of your brother…” 

“Oh?”Xi Ye paused for a moment and said humbly, “What do you mean?” 

The principal said, “The current situation is too simple and confusing. I can feel quite a few forces just by 

coming in. Not to mention the two forces outside the starry sky, there seem to be traces of other forces 

on this planet. It was a good move for you to lure Bolton over in order to confuse the water, but if the 

water is too confusing and you can’t control the flow, then it’s meaningless…”. “…”. “…” 

Pausing for a moment, he said, “Because no matter who among these factions laughs in the end, it 

won’t be what you want to see!” 

Xi Ye:”…” 

The other party’s words were indeed correct. His own situation was actually not very optimistic. With 

the existence of the Spatial Rift, he had no way of retreating. Unless these factions were all led by dogs 

in a fight, otherwise, it wouldn’t make a difference if there was only one of them left. Because he could 

not even defeat them… … 

And if he wanted to exhaust these forces in the chaotic situation, he could not stay out of it. At the very 

least, he had to know where the flow was before he could fish in troubled waters. If he kept hiding on 

Mars, he might not even know when the fight would end… … 

The principal was right. This was an opportunity… 

———— 

On the other side, Seer did not expect that Rennes was really in a desperate situation… … 

The elite troops that he had brought with him were almost wiped out in an instant. Only a few high-

ranking officials fled in all directions while the situation was chaotic. Rennes was one of them… … 



At this moment, Rennes was carrying a graceful figure dressed in shadow gauze as he fled in a panic. 

Meanwhile, his body was covered with wounds that were so deep that one could see his bones. He 

looked extremely miserable! 

“Left… in the direction of the 60th star latitude!”The graceful woman on his back said in an extremely 

weak manner. 

The owner of that graceful figure was the death embrace that Rennes was afraid of. At this moment, she 

was only half alive. Her Qi and blood were extremely weak, giving people the feeling that she would 

dissipate at any moment. 

Even so, she forced herself to activate her spiritual power. Her pair of dark purple eyes stared straight 

ahead. In her eyes, the entire world had become transparent. She could clearly see that deep 

underground.., a large amount of rotting flesh was rapidly devouring the planet Gaia’s body. The 

direction she was pointing at was still where the rotting flesh was spreading. As long as she escaped to a 

healthy location, she would be able to escape from the pursuit behind! 

“How much longer?”Rennes asked anxiously. 

Although he had already shaken off the pursuers, his body still felt as though there was a blade at his 

back. It was as though he was being stared at at at all times. His body instinctively warned him that they 

were not safe yet! 

That’s why he’s desperate to save this dangerous woman. 

In the diabolical power of the law of the jungle, it is not a matter of loyalty to save a partner. The power 

of death has the ability to shield one’s aura and observe the essence of matter, which is more useful 

than escaping, take her not much effort, but can add a few points out of thin air life-saving capital! 

“Soon…”. “…”. The woman’s voice was so weak that it was almost undetectable. “130 Li away, there is a 

sandy area that is still healthy for the time being. After passing through that Sandy area, everything is 

basically normal. Once we reach there, with my talent of shielding, we can find a place to temporarily 

heal our injuries…”. “…” 

Hearing this, Rennes’eyes turned red, and the muscles all over his body tensed up. The wound that was 

originally clamped by his muscles instantly bled, but his body charged forward like a cannonball. 

The elemental resistance of this plane wasn’t very strong. As a level-14 warrior, he used all his strength 

to leap across all sorts of terrain and reach a distance of a hundred miles in just a few seconds! 

After reaching the sandy ground, Rennes’body clearly relaxed, and he instantly felt dizzy. However, he 

still forcefully bit the tip of his tongue. The rotten spot on his wound was heavily infected, and it 

constantly damaged his body.., in addition to the blood explosion just now, the infection was even more 

serious! 

“A little further…”the woman on his back took a deep breath and said, “There is a water source ahead 

that can dilute the wound medicine. Our traditional medicine for wounds can not work. We need to 

remix it!” 



Ryan nodded. The infection power was extremely terrifying. Obviously, traditional medicine for wounds 

was very difficult to treat. This was also the reason why he insisted on protecting the other party. 

Because the other party was not only a terrible confessor, but also an excellent doctor… … 

After walking quickly for another 15 minutes, Ryan finally found the source of water that the woman 

mentioned. It was a clear stream, which was extremely precious on a sandy terrain like this. 

Ryan, who had lost a lot of water, quickly jumped over, wanting to drink some water to replenish his 

body. 

“Don’t Rush!”The woman on his back said with difficulty, “Your body is seriously infected, so you can’t 

directly come into contact with the water source. Otherwise, the water source will be infected, and it 

won’t be easy to prepare the medicine later…” 

Hearing this, Rennes forcefully held back the desire in his heart. He panted heavily and carefully placed 

the woman on his back beside the stream. 

When they reached the stream, the woman took out a compressed medicine dispensing room from her 

space bag with difficulty, then, she directly said to Rennes, “Come and clean your hands. Put on the 

isolation gloves and help prepare the medicine. We don’t have much time. We won’t be able to last long 

here…” 

Chapter 1013 Ryan (II) in trouble 

“We can’t hold on for long?”Ryan, who was about to help, was stunned. “What do you mean?” 

“The corrosion is very fast…”. The woman said solemnly, “This seems to be the main infected area of the 

enemy. The corrosion is spreading very fast. According to the efficiency just now, this place will be 

infected in three hours at most. We have to leave before then.” “…”. “…” 

“Three hours?”Hearing that, Ryan’s face immediately darkened. “Is three hours enough time to deal 

with the wound?” 

The woman looked at the corroded wounds on Ryan’s body, she shook her head. “Your muscle tissue is 

seriously corroded and needs to be purified and cut. There’s a wound that has infected the bone 

marrow. It needs to be purified or even a major surgery to change the bone marrow. There’s definitely 

not enough time!” 

Rennes gritted his teeth and said, “It’s that serious?” 

 

To purify the bone, one needed to scrape the thin bone and then inject it with a secret potion to purify 

the bone. To replace the bone and change the marrow, it was even more exaggerated. The corroded 

bone was cut off directly, and then the bone was reshaped with professional materials, finally, the new 

bone was accelerated by high-end biotechnology. Whether it was osteotomy, plasticity, regeneration, or 

marrow replacement, it required a very professional doctor to operate the operation. The higher the 

level of the creature, the higher the requirements for the Doctor, as a level-14 warrior with a pure 

bloodline, it was very difficult to treat him. Even in the base, he would have to recuperate for more than 

two months, not to mention in such a wild place! 



“With the current situation, I can only prescribe medicine for you temporarily to suppress the infection 

in your wound. Then, I’ll look for a more stable place to perform the surgery for you depending on the 

situation…”the woman said as she prescribed the medicine. 

Hearing this, Ryan’s mood sank to the extreme, but he still managed to maintain his composure on the 

surface. He nodded and said, “Thank you for your trouble!” 

The woman looked at Ryan and nodded to herself. To be able to calm down in such a terrible situation, 

his quality was not bad. It was no wonder that Lord Bolton valued his training. 

“There are antibiotics and nutritional supplements at the top left counter of mine. Drink them to 

replenish your physical strength first, then come over to help with the prescription…” 

Ryan’s eyes lit up when he heard that. He quickly walked over and found the nutritional supplement 

that the other party was talking about. 

He took a look at the label. It was a high-grade product produced by the Hesse Company. Without any 

hesitation, he opened the bottle cap and gulped it down. A Cool Liquid was swallowed down his throat, 

like dry land encountering sweet dew, the clear and sweet taste and the obvious replenishment of his 

functions made Ryan almost moan. 

His complexion had also recovered for a short time. This should be an alchemy potion above level-16, 

and it was quite valuable. Ryan looked at the other party with slight gratitude. 

“Drink it and help me get the medicine. Time is of the essence…”the other party also took a light sip and 

hurriedly said after recovering a bit of color. 

“If you need anything, just tell me directly. I know the basic materials… you have to be clear about the 

special materials…”Ryan opened all the medicine cabinets and said. 

Just like that, the two of them quickly began to prepare the temporary potions in a tight amount of time. 

Both of them were very agile. The woman was obviously a professional who often made temporary 

potions on the battlefield, she was very decisive in choosing the potions and the dosage. As a soldier 

who had been on the battlefield for many years, Rennes seemed to be very familiar with the medicinal 

ingredients. He could find most of the medicinal ingredients the other party mentioned at the first 

moment. 

But even so, the two of them spent a full two hours to barely make the potion they needed. 

The woman shook the purple-green glass bottle in her hand and said, “Go and pour 20 milligrams into 

the upstream of the stream. Don’t stir it. I will cast a spell to trap the water downstream. Your infection 

is more serious, so I’ll let you soak in the water for half an hour first…” 

Hearing that, Raine nodded. He took the potion and jumped to the upstream of the stream. 

However, the moment the woman left, a drop of green potion silently entered the stream. The green 

liquid didn’t dissolve immediately after it entered the stream, instead, it quickly hardened into a tiny 

amber and sank to the bottom of the stream. 

When Ryan came down, the water downstream had been soaked into a thick purple color, and the tiny, 

dust-like Green Amber was nowhere to be seen. 



“Hurry up and go down… There’s not much time left…”the woman urged weakly, “Soak for an hour and 

your infection should be temporarily suppressed.” 

“You soak first…”Ryan suddenly said. 

“You still doubt me at this time?”The woman sneered slightly, “I’m the only doctor. As long as you need 

my medical treatment, I can act at any time. Is it useful for you to guard against me with your injury? 

Moreover, I still need your protection in my current condition…”. “…” 

“You Go First!”Rennes said stubbornly. 

The woman looked deeply at Rennes. Without saying anything, she took off her clothes and slowly 

stepped into the water, the extremely beautiful body in the stream with a faint mist made even a 

warrior like Rennes, who had an extremely strong willpower, feel a little short of breath. 

“Don’t tell me you want to have sex at this time?”The woman said with an infatuated smile. 

“I don’t have the energy…”Ryan took off his armor and slowly walked in, keeping a certain distance from 

the woman with vigilance at all times. 

The woman was a doctor, but her race was very dangerous. She was born with the instinct to absorb the 

man. He knew that a strong warrior like him was a great tonic for her… … 

“What do we do after that?”After entering the prepared medicine pool, a comfortable and cool feeling 

greatly eased the pain on Rennes’body. The stiff muscles on his face relaxed again, and his voice became 

much gentler. 

“After that?”The woman stopped teasing him, she said seriously, “It’s very troublesome. After the 

infection is suppressed on your body, it’s best not to do any strenuous exercise. We need to find a place 

that won’t be infected for a short period of time to treat you further. In other words, it’s important to 

choose the location later. If you choose the wrong location and accidentally enter the deep infection 

zone of the other party, you’ll be finished…”. “…” 

Ryan took a deep breath and looked at the other party. “Can’t you solve this problem with your ability?” 

“No…”the other party shook his head. “My ocular skill only has a range of fifty miles. It’s impossible for 

me to see the source of the infection, and I can’t guess the route of the infection. It’s very easy for me to 

go wrong…” 

“Is that so…”Ryan was slightly silent. 

In other words, they needed a safer route. Otherwise, once they were trapped in the infection zone, not 

only would they delay their own injuries, but they might also be trapped in the infection zone… 

Rennes closed his eyes in silence, as if he was thinking, and also as if he was recuperating with the 

medicine. After about forty minutes, Rennes slowly stood up and walked toward the shore, this action 

stunned the woman. “There’s still time. Why don’t You Soak a little longer? Your injuries are very 

serious!” 

“Soak in the anesthetic you prepared again, and it will take effect…”Rennes said as he washed his armor 

with the disinfectant after he came ashore. 



The woman’s pupils constricted when she heard this, and she looked deeply at him. “You saw it?” 

“I sensed it…”Rennes said coldly, “I’ve done professional drug sensing training, so I’m very sensitive to 

these things. Next time, use a better quality anesthetic. It’s useless to be secretive…” 

“Interesting guy…”the woman smiled charmingly, but she wasn’t worried that he would turn hostile. She 

was the only doctor, so even if he found out that she was plotting against him, he wouldn’t dare to do 

anything to her. 

Suddenly, she found that Ryan suddenly bit his finger and put a drop of blood essence on his left arm. 

She frowned immediately. “What are you doing? You Don’t save your strength at this time, and you still 

dare to use blood essence recklessly?” 

“Didn’t you say you were looking for a safe route?”Rennes said faintly, “I have to contact the guide…” 

“You have a guide here?”The woman was stunned, but she immediately reacted. “Are you talking about 

your brother God?” 

Chapter 1014: “Long time no see, my dear brother!”! 

She knew a little bit about the situation of Rennes’brother, the Eldia family in the east star area. The two 

of them were like fire and water. 

Moreover, it seemed that Rennes had sold the information about his brother. Under such 

circumstances, the other party was willing to help him? 

Even if Rennes did not know that Rennes was targeting him, the other party would still be wary of his 

cousin who suddenly appeared in his sphere of influence, right? Why would they help him? 

Rennes did not explain. After dripping his blood essence, he waited silently. He was also forced into a 

corner. As long as he had any other intentions, he would definitely not do so. After all, he was a proud 

person, the most annoying thing in his life was being outdone by Seer. 

Originally, after Seer entered the deity academy, he had slowly shifted his advantage back. He had 

become a direct descendant of the Aldia family, but seer was being scolded by his clansmen, he had 

originally thought that he would never bow down to seer in his entire life. 

 

He did not expect that things were unpredictable. 

“But are you sure that this is your cousin’s Place?”The woman narrowed her eyes slightly and said, 

“According to the Federation’s records, the Planet Your Cousin owns is a low-level rank 7 planet. His 

main advantage is the energy ore. Regardless of the size of the planet or the attributes of the planet, it 

does not match the place we are at, right?” 

Ryan was silent for a few seconds before he nodded. “You’re right. This is indeed not the planet seer 

registered. He most likely guessed that I would track him and deliberately set us up…” 

In fact, the giant snake that even Lord Bolton was afraid of, as well as the terrifying army just now, were 

unlikely to be the work of a small lord like seer. This was most likely not seer’s planet. 



“Then why are you still looking for him?”The woman laughed. 

Rennes put on the clean armor and said in a deep voice, “But seer is most likely on this planet. He should 

know this place very well, and he has more information than us!” 

“Oh?”The woman narrowed her eyes. “That level-6 small lord? Are you sure?” 

From what she had just experienced, this planet was definitely occupied by a top-tier biological lord. If 

she was pessimistic, she would have been a great lord when she was alive. How could a level-6 small 

lord offend her? 

“I’m sure…”. However, Ryan nodded with certainty. “The tracker I placed on TIA and the others is not 

only difficult to detect the mark of karma, it’s also bound to the Lifeforce of Tia and the others. Once the 

marker leaves the lifeforms of Tia and the others, it will not be activated. This is also to prevent the 

other party from detecting my intentions and deliberately luring them to other places “… “…” 

The woman understood immediately. “In other words, our tracking is effective because the other party 

has placed your three cousins on this planet for at least a period of time, right?” 

“Yes!” 

The woman nodded and thought to herself, “If that’s the case, then there might be some clues. 

According to the information from Rennes, those juniors of mine are just martial students who have just 

graduated.” To be able to send such young juniors to this planet and still ensure their survival, it meant 

that seer was indeed very familiar with this place. At the very least, he had the ability to protect himself. 

“Or maybe he is in partnership with the guy who is entrenched on this planet?”The woman laughed. 

“It’s unlikely…”. Rennes shook his head and said, “Before coming here, several masters in the base had 

analyzed that the giant snake hovering on the planet should be an incomplete biological weapon. Under 

such circumstances, it’s unlikely that it would attract a force of our size to come here. More likely, Seer 

accidentally discovered this place. It might even have arrived here earlier than the undead lord that 

raised the snake and gained the upper hand. That’s how they had a way to protect themselves on this 

planet. Other than scamming us, they also wanted to fish in troubled waters “… “…” 

Hearing this, the woman found it funny and said, “Let’s not talk about how a level six lord like him can 

fight against an undead of this level to protect himself. With the current size of the battle, how can a 

Lord of his level try to fish in troubled waters?” 

“If the benefits here are big enough, it’s not impossible…”Ryan analyzed calmly, “Don’t forget, he has 

the support of an advanced academy in the intelligence report…” 

The woman was stunned, suddenly remembering the basic intelligence given by the higher-ups before 

they came. 

The Lord had mobilized almost all the forces this time, and half of the reason was because of the 

academy that seer had recruited! 

The other people didn’t know about the academy, but they knew about it. Lord Bolton and wine god 

Lord had both invited the academy, but they had both been rejected by the other side. Although it was a 

third-rate academy, the quality of the teachers in it was amazing, there were more than twenty star 



Arcanists in the main department, especially the principal, who was once the dean of the Space 

Department of the White Dragon Holy Land. In the Holy Land of the White Dragon, where bloodline was 

highly valued… A principal born with a slime bloodline was able to become the dean of the first academy 

there. His ability was naturally extraordinary… … 

With so many advanced arcanists helping Ryan’s little cousin, it was not impossible for him to protect 

himself on this planet… … 

“But even so, why would he help you?”The woman smiled. “I remember that your cousin has a grudge 

against you, right?” 

“There’s nothing impossible if there’s profit…”. “Just some high-level arcanists can at most help him 

protect himself. If he wants to take advantage of the situation, he should at least spy on the situation 

and cooperate with me to share the information. It’s beneficial to him. My cousin is not stupid, I believe 

he will be able to react in time.” … .. 

“Oh?”The woman’s smile became more interesting. “Interesting…” 

“But let me remind you that we don’t have much time. If your cousin doesn’t reply to your message in 

time, we will have to choose a path immediately…” 

Ryan was silent for a few seconds. He looked at the system time and said in a muffled voice, “Wait for 

ten minutes. If there is no message, we will choose one at random!” 

After all, everything just now was just a guess. who could say what the real situation was like? 

After about six or seven minutes, an extremely familiar voice was suddenly heard. Through the mark on 

Ryan’s arm, it reached the ears of the two people. “Oh, what did I see? Dear cousin, did you come 

specially to see me?” 

The woman was stunned, and then her mood was slightly excited. This cousin Ryan really replied to his 

message! 

“Long time no see…”Ryan also heaved a sigh of relief and grinned. “My dear little brother!” 

“Cousin didn’t say anything before he came so that I could welcome you. Look at the situation now. He 

even sent a distress signal. Why Bother?”Seer sneered. 

The corner of Ryan’s eyes twitched when he heard that. He said in a deep voice, “Cousin, good trick…” 

“It’s you who’s stupid, Okay?”Seer continued to mock him. “You obviously sent Tia and the others to 

me. Do you think I can’t guess what you’re trying to do? As for you, you really dare to come when you 

see that I really dare to take you in?” 

Ryan:”…” 

Chapter 1015: safe coordinates! 

These words made Ryan’s Blue Face Turn Ashen! 

But he did not refute. He had a request for the other party for the same reason, and most importantly, 

he could not refute it… 



After all, the other party had backtracked on him, so of course the other party had a reason to mock 

him! 

“Enough with the sarcasm and get to the point, okay? I’m quite urgent here…”Ryan tried his best to 

speak in a calm voice. 

“Why? I’m just here to make sarcastic remarks professionally…”Seer said smugly. 

 

The corner of Ryan’s eyes twitched. “Cut the nonsense. I’m not joking!” 

“How would I know if you’re Joking?”Seer yawned and replied, “Tell me, what’s the situation on your 

side?” 

Ryan was silent for a while, but in the end, he decided to tell the truth. Time was of the essence, and he 

had to gain the other party’s trust as soon as possible. 

“Here’s the thing… We sent in a team to collect samples through an internal summoning channel here, 

and I led the team, and we ran into…” 

——– 

On the other side, seer listened to Ryan’s words and temporarily closed the blood link and began to 

digest the information. 

According to Raine, they encountered another force outside the planet, as the principal had read, and 

then the way in. 

Came in through an internal summoning ritual. 

That is to say, there are forces, who seem to have known what was going to happen to this planet a 

long, long time ago, and left a foreshadowing, which led to an internal summoning channel, most likely 

during the Battle of Molonda. The scroll the men were talking about… . . 

He was deeply impressed. At that time, the scroll seemed to be opened by the leader of an Orc tribe, 

causing seer to almost lose an elven people. It was also at that time that seer began to warn, he felt that 

some force had noticed this planet. 

Now, it seemed that it was most likely the force that was confronting Bolton outside. 

After all, only if they had opened the internal passages first would Bolton’s force have a chance to follow 

these summoning passages in. 

This information could tell that the other force had long planned it. The one who had plotted it was 

naturally not a small lord like himself who had mistakenly entered this place. It was most likely Andrew 

who had appeared here a long time ago. 

This was interesting. Andrew was an undead. How could an undead that had come out of the undead 

passage be tracked by such a large force? Moreover, this tracking time limit was at least a thousand 

years old according to the history of the continent’s scrolls. Why did Andrew insist on landing here? 



Was there something on this planet that he could not give up on? 

These things could only be slowly investigated later… 

The second piece of information was about that mysterious army. Previously, when he and the principal 

entered the New Territories, they coincidentally saw that army as well. The strength and equipment of 

the Army also gave Seer a shock, however, it would be a little fake if he wanted to force a level 14 

advanced warrior like Rennes into a situation where he had to ask for help. After all, if he gave up on 

fighting head-on.., a level-14 warrior should not be injured by a soldier that was so many levels lower 

than him, right? 

Thinking of this, Seer looked at the principal. 

The principal said, “As I’ve said before, Andrew’s Trump card is naturally not just a strengthened army…” 

“Then what is it?”Seer frowned. 

The principal said, “You can test your silly cousin. Although this old man is very knowledgeable, I should 

at least have some basic information to analyze, right?” 

Seer rolled her eyes when she heard that. However, she did not argue and directly opened the bloodline 

link again. 

On the other side, Rennes was shocked when he received the link. This time, it was the other party who 

had counterlinked, which meant that the other party would expose his location. This was a happy thing 

for him. 

Seer’s current location was at least safe, right? 

“Are you thinking that my current coordinates are safe?”Seer suddenly asked like a worm in her 

stomach, which only stunned Rennes. 

“Then you might be disappointed…”seer said coldly, “I’m not safe here. If you follow my coordinates, 

you’ll have to bear the consequences…” 

His face immediately darkened, and his eyes flickered. It was obvious that he was trying to determine 

whether seer’s words were true or false. 

But no matter what, he could easily take the risk. If something went wrong and his injuries worsened, he 

would really die! 

Because these injuries were caused by the death weapons, if he died… … He would really die! 

Moreover, even if he could be resurrected, for a direct descendant like him who had pure blood, the 

physical damage here was not much different from death. After all, he carried the genes passed down 

from dozens of generations of the Eldia family, once he died and could not bring the genes back, even if 

he was resurrected, he would still be a sinner of the family. He would never be able to raise his head 

again! 

“What do you want?”Rennes asked directly. 



“Since it’s about information, then let’s be more honest…”. Seer smiled and said, “I roughly know some 

details about the army you mentioned. The raw materials are the natives of this planet, probably at the 

level of a level one to level two life form. The enemy first used the map of the Black Goat to let the 

group evolve to level three, and then used this method that I’ve never seen before to strengthen the 

entire army to level six. Although I don’t know how he did it so quickly, his foundation is definitely 

unstable, right ? As Bolton’s Star Commander, the team you brought should be at least an elite force ? 

They were wiped out so easily?” 

A Level 1 or 2 lifeform as raw material? 

This information shocked Rennes and the woman who had just put on her clothes. In such a short period 

of time, a level 1 or 2 lifeform had evolved into a Level 6 army. Even a great lord of the biology 

department would be exaggerating? How could such technology exist in this world? It simply did not 

follow basic logic! 

It seemed like it was worth it to come this time. Ignoring everything else, just this method of rapidly 

creating a level 6 lifeform army was enough to make Lord Bolton personally pay a visit! 

Thinking of this, Rennes decided to try to get more information from seer, he also spoke with an angry 

tone, “Why don’t you take a look at what other people’s equipment is? Each of them had a heaven’s 

fate sword in their hands, and they also had that strange living creature armor. If such equipment was 

on a soldier, why don’t you take a look at it? “By the way, what’s the background of that Army’s master? 

“Isn’t it a little too extravagant?” 

Seer sneered when she heard that. “Do you think I’m an idiot when you’re trying to get me to say 

something so straightforward?”? So, she replied indifferently, “I’m still guessing who he is, but it’s a fact 

that he has a passage that can transport supplies from the Dead World!” 

“What! !”Rennes and the woman beside him couldn’t help but scream. 

“There’s another woman?”Seer coldly laughed. “Looks like you’re not that serious… … thinking about it, 

it makes sense. Even if that army is well-equipped, they’re just a bunch of level-6 lifeforms. No matter 

what, they shouldn’t be able to harm such a high-level warrior like you.” 

“It’s not what you think…”seeing that the other party did not believe him, Raine could only explain, “This 

woman is the only doctor in our army. I risked my life to save her…” 

However, seer said lazily, “If you say so…” 

Raine was silent for a while, and then said faintly, “Not only are the soldiers high-level, there are also 

very high-level existences in the army. I estimate that they are around level-16!” 

“Oh?”Seer suppressed the shock in his heart and deliberately lowered his voice. “Are you sure?” 

Raine said, “I’m sure. There are more than six level-14 generals in our team, and all of them are top-tier 

demons. They couldn’t even last a single round against that thing. Level-16 is my conservative 

estimate…” 

Hearing this, Seer sucked in a breath of cold air. His face under the helmet was filled with disbelief. 



Things were starting to exceed her imagination. Level 16, that was an existence close to the dragon 

class. How could the aborigines on this planet reach that level? Was this a joke? 

If an Aborigine could break through the bloodline boundary so easily, there wouldn’t be so many 

families that would carefully purify their genes for hundreds of generations! 

Turning around, Xi Ye looked at the principal. Xi Ye was surprised to find that the principal had such an 

expression on his face. She was momentarily stunned and was about to turn off the bloodline link and 

ask him about it. 

However, Rennes seemed to sense that Xi ye was about to turn off the link. He hurriedly said, “I’m in a 

hurry. I can’t afford to be delayed!” 

Xi Ye pouted and immediately gave him a set of coordinates. 

Rennes was stunned when he received the coordinates. He quickly asked, “Are you sure it’s safe?” 

Xi ye replied, “Believe it or not…” 

Without waiting for a reply, he immediately turned off the bloodline link. 

The principal frowned. “The coordinates you sent just now are our destination, Kate City, right?” 

Chapter 1016: Chance Encounter! 

“The coordinates you sent just now were Kate City, right?”The principal looked at Seer. 

“Didn’t he ask for safe coordinates?”Seer pouted. “How can I guarantee where it’s safe? But I can 

guarantee that the place we’re heading to is the safest…” 

As a sky god Lord, although his level was low, his senses towards Gaia were very strong. Heading 

towards Kate City, the degree of infection was relatively low, so it should not be the main point. 

“And didn’t you say that you wanted to get as much information as possible? How can you get 

information if you don’t come into contact with it?” 

“You’re not afraid of him setting you up…”the principal said coldly. 

 

“Aren’t you here?”Xi Ye laughed. 

The principal instantly fell silent. Since when had he started to lose his bottom line and become a 

bodyguard? 

“Right, what’s the situation with that level 16 thing?”Xi Ye’s tone became serious as he asked. 

This was information he had obtained with great difficulty. No wonder the principal was so wary of that 

army that day. 

A team with only strong soldiers could not pose a threat to high-level experts. At the very least, they 

would not be able to hold them back. However, an army with high-level experts was already very 



terrifying. They were equipped with professional killing formations.., killing over a dozen experts of the 

same level was not a difficult task. 

However, how did they do it? If that guy had already prepared level 16 experts, how could his players 

have been able to do so well in the New World recently? 

“Corpse-raising technique…”the principal faintly replied, “You should have heard of this, right?” 

Seer was stunned. He had heard of this before. One of the forbidden techniques of necromancers was to 

seal the corpses of experts and use secret techniques to nurture them. They would try their best to 

maintain the energy they had when they were still alive. They were considered high-level flesh puppets, 

a necromancer with good skills would be able to guarantee 70-80% of the functions of the corpses of the 

living. This was a method to mass produce high-level warriors! 

However, this was a forbidden spell that was forbidden by the federation! 

The reason was very simple. Firstly, if one wanted a good corpse, they would have to hunt down those 

high-level warriors. Moreover, they would have to seal their genes. This was extremely fatal to the 

direct descendants whose genes were the most important, the genes of many direct line descendants 

were passed down for hundreds of generations. By default, even if they died on the battlefield, the 

corpses could be transported back. The genes could also be extracted back. However, after death, the 

purity of the extracted genes would be lost. 

However, at least they wouldn’t lose everything, right? 

However, if the corpse raising technique was prevalent, it would be different. The corpses would be 

directly refined. This was an existence that no family would allow. It was equivalent to cutting off the 

family’s path of survival. Naturally, the federation that advocated universal evolution wouldn’t allow it, 

anyone who dared to use this technique would be treated as a natural disaster if they were discovered. 

Even the fourth overlord, Sylvanas, would not dare to openly break the ban. 

Of course, as long as this technique was not discovered, there would still be people doing it in private. 

This was also the reason why the public hated the undead. These people had all sorts of forbidden 

techniques hidden in their bodies. It was unknown when they would break the rules, for a group of 

people who liked to break the rules, no one would like them! 

Even regular undead might use them in private. It was not strange that these people, who were already 

wanted and had escaped from the realm of the dead, would use forbidden spells. What was strange 

was… “…”. “When did he prepare it?”? 

Seer asked curiously. 

The principal hesitated for a moment and said, “The corpse-raising technique requires a very high level 

of environment. When it is not used, it needs to be sealed in a specific place to preserve energy for a 

long period of time. This world is obviously very difficult to satisfy. If I’m not wrong, those corpses 

should have been prepared before Andrew was forced back to the realm of the dead, and they were 

brought here by that Alchemy Dragon!” 

Seer took a deep breath. It seemed like this world had been targeted by Andrew a long time ago. A lord 

of that level had long been prepared for this place. could he really fish in troubled waters here? 



Seer suddenly felt a little helpless. He had the potential of the D ball players. In fact, it was the best way 

to develop peacefully. However, things often did not go according to people’s wishes. First, there was 

the inexplicable invasion of the void.., he had thought that it was a blessing in disguise after tearing 

apart space and obtaining a new plane. He didn’t expect that he would be involved in such a 

complicated matter. 

The ten great liches, the top-tier lords, and even Sylvanas were involved. was this something that a level 

6 little lord like him should be involved in? 

Thinking of this, seer sighed helplessly. It seemed like he could only take things one step at a time. If it 

really didn’t work out, he could just run away with the D ball players… 

——– 

“The infected area is already 50 miles away…”the woman on the other side reminded Rennes faintly, 

“You don’t have much time…” 

Rennes was silent for a few seconds before he slowly stood up. “Let’s go to the location that seer 

mentioned…” 

“Aren’t you afraid that he’ll set you up?”The woman laughed. 

“Even if he sets you up, we have to admit it. Do We have a choice now?”Rennes said coldly. 

The woman stopped smiling and nodded. “Your cousin is really simple. He dares to scheme against Lord 

Bolton and get himself involved in this mess. He’s an interesting fellow…” 

“Heh…”rennes laughed coldly. “He’s just overestimating himself. It’s just like how his family used to be 

like the Chaos God Circle. He’s never considered his own weight. He’s not afraid of drowning when he 

gets involved in this mess!” 

A Level 6 lesser lord dared to get involved in the collision of three top forces. In his eyes, it was really 

courting death. He couldn’t even hide in time… … 

“The most important thing now is to find the next scroll!”Ryan inhaled. “We need to report the 

information we have to the Lord, and we need support!” 

.. 

“Sir Jessica?”On the other side, on a thorny mountain range, Hoult and his group of Orcs fled to a cave in 

a sorry state. Only then did they try to call Jessica, who was already unconscious… … 

The group of Orcs who had escaped looked at Jessica, who was on Hoult’s back, with a strange 

expression. They had not expected that the person who could operate such a tall metal warrior would 

be such a thin and weak life form after removing his mech, he looked even weaker than a human. 

At this moment, Jessica’s body was covered with many infections. Half of her body had turned black and 

was emitting a rotten stench. Her condition was extremely bad… … 

Under Hotell’s call, Jessica opened her eyes with difficulty and said weakly, “There are no pursuers?” 



“Thanks to you, we managed to escape successfully. For the time being, we haven’t found any 

pursuers…”hotell hurriedly said. 

Yesterday, that terrifying army had defeated the mech squad with ease. The strength they displayed was 

extremely terrifying. To be honest, they had thought that their group would be finished with the 

situation yesterday. They had not expected that at the crucial moment.., lady Jessica had actually chosen 

to bring them along to escape! 

Jessica looked at Hotell weakly. When she heard the other party say that they had not found any 

pursuers, she secretly heaved a sigh of relief. The army from yesterday was completely unable to fight 

head-on. They could only choose to retreat.., after escaping from the encirclement, she used the space 

jump technique to temporarily bring this group of orcs away from there. 

There were two reasons for choosing to bring this group of orcs. The first was that bringing them along 

did not consume energy. With the remaining energy in her mecha at that time, it would consume too 

much energy to bring her own army away. Don’t look at how many of these orcs there were.., however, 

the energy consumption of bringing them away was not even equivalent to what she needed to take 

away a mecha soldier. 

The second point was that it was more cost-effective to take them away. These people should be more 

familiar with the map. The most important thing now was to quickly find the second scroll and ask for 

help from the higher-ups, it was obviously more useful to save the beastmen who were familiar with the 

environment at this time than to take away one or two subordinates. 

Moreover, the mechs of his subordinates were equipped with the ability to jump. The chances of 

survival were actually higher if they escaped alone. 

“Where is this place?”Jessica asked weakly. 

“Still exploring…”Hoult said honestly, “This doesn’t seem to be the orc territory. We saw many stone 

houses on the mountain just now. It should be the human territory…” 

Jessica frowned when she heard that. Just as she was about to ask again, she suddenly sensed 

something and looked to the side. “Who is it?” 

As soon as she said that, Hotell and the other orcs immediately took out their weapons. 

“Oh? What did I see?”Suddenly, a gloomy voice sounded. The orcs saw clearly that a tall Minotaur 

slowly walked in from outside the cave… 

Chapter 1017: Drama Queen Alice 

“Tauren?” 

Hoult and the others were surprised when they saw the guy who came in. Their subordinates had clearly 

reported that this was the human territory, this was also the reason why they chose to find a remote 

cave to rest for the time being. They were afraid of alerting the local humans. If the army came, it would 

be very unfriendly to their current situation. 

Especially in the current situation where Sir Jessica was heavily injured. 



“Grandpa Savonen, Billier, do you have any medicine on you? Help take a look at Sir Jessica’s 

condition…”Hoult first instructed the priests before looking at the Tauren that had suddenly appeared, 

he asked sternly, “Who are you?” 

At this moment, the cave was pitch black. With the faint fire element, Hoult could barely see the Tauren 

that was ten meters away. It was tall and big, with strong bones and vigorous hair. It was a size larger 

than an ordinary Tauren’s head, they should be elite Tauren species, or perhaps even royalty. 

 

The Tauren also had royalty. The Holyoon clan and the Bloodhoof clan in the northern plains were both 

great Tauren clans. The key was why would such a pure-blooded Tauren appear here? 

“Why are you here?”The Tauren casually found a place to sit down. He tilted his head and asked, “This 

isn’t the territory of the orcs, right?” 

As the Minotaur spoke, he glanced at Jessica in the distance and thought to himself, ‘Blue Spirit? ‘was it 

brought in by those guys outside?’. ‘It’s a good opportunity to ask around…’. … 

Seeing the Minotaur sitting by the side without any vigilance, the group of Orcs felt slightly relieved. 

Meeting a compatriot in such an unfamiliar environment was always a relief… … 

“We are the orcs of the Gale Division…”Hoult stepped forward and saluted. “I am the leader of the Gale 

Division, Hoult, a powerful Tauren warrior. Can you tell me your name?” 

The Tauren frowned slightly. It was too unexpected to come into contact with him. What identity could 

he use to gain the other party’s trust and obtain information at the same time? 

It was a little troublesome… 

Just as he was hesitating, a female voice sounded from the entrance of the cave, “Gale Division?” 

This female voice once again attracted everyone’s attention. The Beastmen heard the voice and looked 

over. They saw a slender figure wearing a black cloak. Everyone immediately became nervous, 

“Human?” 

The person took off his hood, revealing his dark purple skin and a pair of silver moon-colored eyes. The 

beastmen were stunned once again. He did not look like a human. 

“Do you know him?”The Tauren looked at Alice curiously. 

Alice smiled. “Sort of…” 

Of course she knew him. The five tribes in the south used to be the five branches of the Great Moon 

clan. When the first steel martial emperor led them to conquer the grassland, he paid a great price to 

judge the south, he drove the Great Moon clan all the way to the south and established the mighty city 

of Molundo, which stabilized the situation in the south. 

At that time, Alice was the general who was in charge of leading the army to break into the Great Moon 

clan. After Molundo was established, Alice had been the first Lord there and was responsible for 

guarding the south. At that time, wizards were scarce and did not have enough arcane devices, the 



defense of the city relied on the basic city defense and manpower. The Great Moon clan, who was 

unwilling to give up, wanted to take back their homeland every day. Alice had fought many battles with 

the southern orcs since she had been stationed there. 

Later on, she had plotted to split the Big Moon clan, which resulted in the creation of the five great 

clans. She had dealt with the first generation of Gale division leaders many times, so she was naturally 

familiar with them. 

“I don’t remember our Gale Division having a friend like you!”Hoult looked at Alice warily. Although this 

woman was small and thin, she gave him an extremely dangerous feeling, it made him recall the 

memories of being forced into a desperate situation by two similarly small and thin guys. 

Alice looked at him and smiled. Just as she was about to say something, the Tauren’s voice suddenly 

sounded in her mind, “Create an identity and gain the trust of the blue spirit behind this group of Orcs…” 

Blue Spirit? 

Alice looked up and immediately saw the Blue Spirit Jessica, who was being protected by a group of orcs. 

Jessica was also observing Alice, her heart filled with doubt and vigilance. 

Black Elf? 

She could tell at a glance that this was a black elf with a not-so-pure bloodline. It should have been 

transplanted through genes, which meant… “…”. It was not a native force, but a god force! 

“What’s your background?”Alice was about to use the mind link she had just learned to communicate 

with the Tauren, but she was stopped by the Tauren. 

“Don’t use the mind link. Blue spirits are mostly experts in mind spells. The mechanical force’s blue 

spirits’attainments in mind spells are not something a newbie like you can compare to. Just listen to 

me…” 

Alice was stunned when she heard this and nodded for the untraceable. 

“This guy should be sent by one of the two forces in the sky. That guy has a very strong death boundary 

corrosion on him. He must have clashed with Andrew’s army. I need their information…” 

She understood… 

Alice narrowed her eyes and thought for a moment. She instantly understood the current situation. She 

wanted to fabricate an identity that would make the blue spirit lower her guard and cooperate with us. 

How was she going to fabricate it… 

Alice looked at Hoult and suddenly thought of a piece of information. Then, her eyes flashed as she said 

to Hoult, “I didn’t say that we are friends with the Gale Department…” 

Hoult and the others immediately became alert after hearing this. 

The blue spirit behind her also became alert and prepared to activate her mecha weapon to deal with 

this level-four black elf first. 



What was this guy doing? 

The Tauren looked at the group of people and immediately frowned. 

Alice acted as if she did not see the tense atmosphere, she still smiled and said, “We even fought before. 

Not long ago, on the battlefield in Molundo, OH, I remember now. Hotell? Isn’t that the leader of the 

Gale Division who escaped?” 

As soon as these words were said, the beastmen of the Gale Division were shocked. Hotell also looked at 

the other party with a shocked expression. “It’s you guys?” 

“Hoult, do you know them?”Jessica seemed to have thought of something. She didn’t activate her 

weapon system immediately. Instead, she used her telepathy to summon Hoult and asked. 

Hearing this, Hoult looked at Alice warily and slowly retreated to Jessica’s side. At Hoult’s signal, the orcs 

at the side all stepped forward to guard against Alice and the others. 

“Sir…”Hoult retreated to Jessica’s side and whispered, “Remember what I told you before? There was a 

mysterious force that invaded the steel arms empire and took advantage of our war. It was that group of 

people!” 

“Oh?”Jessica immediately recalled the information she received when she first received Hoult a few 

years ago. On that planet, there seemed to be another deity overlord force that was mixed in with 

Andrew. 

However, after they arrived, they forgot about this matter for a moment. Because the intelligence had 

analyzed at that time, that God Lord should be a small lord. It was unlikely that he could survive until 

now under Andrew’s command. 

Thinking of this, she directly looked at Alice. “Where’s Your Lord?” 

“Oh?”Alice pretended to look at Jessica in surprise. “Who are you?” 

Chapter 1018: A Bunch of drama queens… 

“Who are you?” 

Alice suddenly became alert. The calm and composed look she had when she faced Hoult’s group 

disappeared in an instant, replaced by a sudden solemnity. One of her hands even touched the black 

longbow on her back, the muscles all over her body were obviously tensed up. That action was the 

standard elven bow action. 

Such an aggressive action made the orcs hold their weapons tightly, but it made Jessica, who was lying 

on the ground, smile slightly. 

“I advise you not to do this, young elf…”Jessica looked at her weakly and calmly. Her body did not move, 

but she used her spiritual power to lock onto her opponent. In an instant, Alice felt a void pressure 

spread throughout her body, and her entire body froze… 



Her opponent’s actions made Jessica relax once again, she lowered her voice and said, “I’m asking you a 

question now. I’ll ask you a question and you’ll answer it. Don’t try to fool me, and don’t try to resist. My 

current situation isn’t good. If you’re not careful, you might not get a second chance!” 

 

Alice’s gaze was like an eagle as she looked at her opponent, but she did not move at all. She even took 

the initiative to let go of her hand that was touching the longbow. 

The minotaur at the side suddenly stood up. He held the axe and looked like he was about to rush over. 

But before he could make a move, he heard Alice say, “Don’t touch Kane. Just stay there…” 

After the Minotaur was stopped by Alice, he was obviously stunned. He looked at Alice with confusion. 

Alice shook her head slightly at him. The minotaur snorted and angrily held the axe and looked at the 

other party, he acted as if he was going to attack at any moment. He looked like a native Minotaur. 

“Call out the one behind you too!”Jessica suddenly said faintly. 

The minotaur was shocked when he heard that. He was obviously provoked. However, Alice quickly 

reached out to stop him and comforted him, “Don’t do anything reckless, Kane. It’s okay…” 

After saying that, she turned to the back and said, “Lord Cabbage…” 

Everyone was stunned. Lord Cabbage? 

As Alice called out, a loli-like head slowly stretched out from outside the cave and looked at everyone 

timidly. 

In the darkness, she was like the wisest elf in a poem. Seeing this, the orcs’breathing stopped and their 

eyes immediately widened. 

What a beautiful little guy… 

Even the rough orcs had a simple description in their hearts… … 

Only Jessica’s pupils contracted slightly as she thought, what pure elves! ! 

“Who are they, Alice?”Little cabbage asked softly. His sweet voice made the hearts of the orcs soften as 

if they were about to melt… … 

“Just some guests. Don’t be afraid. Come behind me…”Alice waved at little cabbage. 

Little cabbage walked over obediently and hid behind Alice. 

Jessica narrowed her eyes and thought, “Interesting combination.”. 

“Sir, what do you want to ask?”Alice looked at Jessica and asked seriously. 

Jessica glanced at Alice and had a plan in mind. Although the energy level of the Little Elf was at least 

level nine, the person in charge should be this level four black elf. 

“Who is your Lord?”Jessica asked directly. 

“Seer Eldia!”Alice answered honestly. 



Jessica used her telepathic perception to check and found that the other party’s heartbeat and mental 

state were not in disorder. He should not be lying. 

Seer. Eldia? There was no such person in the database. It should be just as her lord thought. He was just 

a small character. 

But the problem was, how could such a small fry have such a pure elf under him? Could it be a pure-

blooded elf that was born from Gaia. Jessica glanced at the cabbage hiding behind Alice and could not 

help but think to herself, ‘If that’s the case, this Lord’s luck is pretty good. This quality is probably at the 

standard of an ordinary elf’s royal family…’. … 

“Why are you here alone? is your faction nearby?”Jessica asked. 

Alice shook her head. “Our faction is no longer here. There are undead here, and we can’t contact the 

Lord…” 

Just as she had guessed, Jessica nodded slightly and said, “Tell me, when did your faction come here? 

And when did you encounter the undead and get separated from your Lord?” 

Alice took a deep breath, slowly, she said, “Five years ago, the exploration team found this planet, and 

the Liege brought us here to reclaim it. The first three years were very smooth. We basically had a grasp 

of the terrain, and the colonization was also very successful. However, in the fourth year, an accident 

happened. A mysterious undead organization appeared in the Human Empire, and they set up the map 

of the black goat without us noticing… “…”. “…” 

Jessica: “The map of the Black Goat?” 

Alice: “That’s what the Liege said…” 

Jessica: “Go On…” 

Alice: “After that, the northern forests and grasslands of this continent were affected by the map of the 

black goat and went through a mutation. At first, because the quality of life on this planet was not high, 

even with the map of the Black Mountain, the mutation level was very limited. The Liege then organized 

us to carry out an exploration, wanting to find that undead and kill him when he was at his weakest.” 

Jessica laughed coldly, “Your lord sure is bold…” 

Every undead that came out of the death realm was a God when they were alive? Moreover, this little 

lord not only didn’t retreat, but he even dared to provoke them. Where did his courage come from? 

“What happened next?”Jessica asked again. 

Alice said, “There wasn’t much of a problem at the beginning. Those mutated creatures were a little 

dangerous. The black goat’s energy infection was also a little difficult to deal with, but we were still able 

to deal with it. However, we were unable to find the source. Until a few days ago, when that thing in the 

sky appeared, everything changed. The mutated energy increased exponentially, and the regular 

continents were all infected. The Undead Army that appeared out of nowhere destroyed our faction as 

easily as breaking dried weeds. The Lord also gave the order to retreat immediately, but by the time we 

reached the point of retreat, that place had already been destroyed… “…”. “…” 



“I see…”Jessica nodded slightly after listening to the entire process, she believed most of what she said 

in her heart. After all, facing an undead lord like Sandro, it was only natural for a small god to not 

immediately retreat and face such an outcome. 

“What about you guys? How did you guys survive until now?”Jessica asked the question that she was 

most concerned about. 

“Sir Cabbage is a high-level flower spirit. He has the ability to communicate with Gaia. He knows where 

to go to an area that is not infected. We have been running to an area that is not infected for the past 

few days, and we barely survived until now.” 

“Oh?”Jessica’s eyes lit up when she heard that. She looked at cabbage again. “It’s actually a flower spirit. 

Come Here…” 

Little cabbage immediately shrank her head and looked at Alice as if she was asking for help. 

Alice nodded slightly and patted her. “Go, it’s okay…” 

Little cabbage walked over hesitantly. 

“Have you learned the purification spell?”Jessica asked immediately. 

At this moment, the injuries on her body were spreading more and more seriously. A flower spirit was 

really blessed by the gods. 

“I know a little…”little cabbage replied timidly. 

“Try to purify the infected area on my body…”Jessica opened her clothes, revealing the rotten wounds 

on her body. 

The horrifying wounds looked like black insect repellents that kept biting and biting. It looked extremely 

horrifying, but little cabbage looked at it seriously and shook her head. “It’s useless to purify your 

wounds. You need surgery…” 

“Have you studied medicine before?”Jessica was excited when she heard that. 

Little cabbage hesitated for a moment. She had never performed surgery on a wound infected by the 

curse power. She was a little uncertain, but in her mind, the Tauren’s voice sounded faintly, “Don’t be 

afraid…” Just use what I taught you a few days ago. 

“I’m not 100% sure…”little cabbage said honestly. 

Jessica looked at the cabbage with pure eyes and fell into hesitation… … 

Chapter 1019: a little cabbage that has been nurtured 

As a level-12 mecha master who had been through hundreds of battles, she knew that the flower spirit 

in front of her was not lying to her. With her current body condition, purification alone would not be 

able to solve her injuries. Perhaps she would not even be able to suppress her injuries. 

If this continued, she would be finished if she was completely infected by the undead energy. She would 

not even be able to resurrect herself… … 



After hesitating for a few seconds, she looked at little cabbage. “You brought an operating room?” 

Little cabbage nodded and immediately showed her compressed operating machine. 

Jessica took a glance at the operating machine and instantly frowned! 

 

She did not even need to scan her to know how backward this operating bed was. It was basically the 

lowest level of wholesale products in the federation. In an instant, her trust in little cabbage’s operating 

ability dropped to the freezing point. 

“You’re not going to do it?”Little cabbage stared at her with wide eyes. It was obvious that she could see 

the conflicted look on her face. 

Jessica bit her lips and finally asked, “What are you going to do?” 

Little cabbage looked at the wound carefully. She touched her fat chin and said seriously, “This wound of 

yours is very infected. It should have contaminated the bone marrow. If you want to clean it thoroughly, 

you have to do a bone-shaping surgery!” 

The deduction was quite professional, but Jessica still looked at the young adult doctor with distrust. 

“You… are you sure you can use this medical bed to perform a bone-shaping surgery on me?” 

Even if she was a layman, Jessica also knew that bone-shaping surgery was a very complicated 

orthopedic surgery, especially for a high-level living being like her… … 

When little cabbage heard this, she looked at the other party in a daze. “Is there any other choice?” 

These words left Jessica speechless… 

She had personally seen the team’s doctor being split into two halves. She was afraid that she wouldn’t 

be able to find another doctor more suitable than this guy in front of her on this planet, unless she could 

get to the higher-ups to support her. 

But in this situation, the possibility of the higher-ups supporting her before she died was almost nil… … 

Whether it was to complete the mission or to survive, the little flower spirit in front of her seemed to be 

the best choice. 

“Have you learned the physiological structure of our Blue Spirit?”Jessica still asked worriedly. 

“I just learned it!”Little cabbage said loudly. 

Jessica: “Huh?” 

“Ahem… I mean…”little cabbage quickly said, “I’ve learned it, I’ve learned it…” 

Jessica:”…” 

The surgery soon began. With the help of a few orcs, Jessica was put on the operating table. Little 

cabbage put on the isolation gloves and began to clean Jessica’s wound with the disinfectant in the 

operating table. 



“Hey, the inside of Your Blue Spirit’s body is really pearl-like solid blood…”little cabbage looked at the 

other party’s body with a curious expression. 

At this moment, the blood that was washed out of the disinfectant was like an oil flower, floating on the 

top layer of the disinfectant liquid. It formed an extremely fine particle-like shape, and it was milky 

white in color. It looked exactly like a pearl. 

Jessica’s face darkened. “Haven’t you dissected the Blue Spirit’s body before in your dissection class? 

Which Medical School did you graduate from?” 

Bai Cai: “Shanghai Jiaotong University’s eight-year undergraduate and French class!” 

When she mentioned school, Bai Cai subconsciously straightened her back with a smug look on her face. 

This was the highlight of her life. She was the top scorer in 719 science subjects. Even though her brain 

had gone crazy and she had chosen to major in medicine… But that wasn’t a place that an average 

person could afford. The entire class only had twenty people in the entire country. They were all the 

elites of the elites… … 

Even though the elites only received a salary of 3,000 yuan after graduating… 

Jessica looked at the proud look on little cabbage’s face. She didn’t know if she would think that he was 

referring to the famous medical schools in the federation, but what kind of lousy university was 

Shanghai Jiao Tong University. She had never heard of it before… … 

What the Hell was an eight-year program? Wasn’t medical schools at least 300 years old? 

Wait a minute… 

The other party should be a native elf. Then could the academy that the other party mentioned be that 

Little Overlord’s own Pheasant Academy, where the medical knowledge is all from the federation’s 

compressed curriculum? 

No Way, no way? 

But looking at the other party’s appearance… It seems to be a little similar… … 

Jessica suddenly felt a little regretful, but she didn’t have a choice. In this damned place, it was already 

rare to have a flower spirit who had studied the compressed curriculum to perform a knife on her… … 

At least it was better than the silly orc’s suggestion to get the tribal witch doctor to apply medicine on 

her… 

Of course, if she knew that the academy that little cabbage was in wasn’t even close to the federation, 

and that the so-called blue spirit race’s physiological structure had only been heard from others a few 

minutes ago, she probably wouldn’t think that way. 

“Bear with it, I’ll cast the purification spell first…”little cabbage suddenly reminded. 

Jessica nodded. Then, she saw the other party put his hands together, and a soft moonlight-like light 

rose from her palm, then slowly pressed towards her sore. 

Hiss! ! 



An intense burning sensation instantly came, and it only hurt Jessica so much that she almost passed 

out! 

However, although the pain seemed like it was going to tear her apart, Jessica’s heart had a faint 

glimmer of excitement. 

That was because she could feel that the other party’s energy was extremely pure, and the purification 

quality was extremely high! ! 

As the white light grew stronger, the black distorted objects on Jessica’s body let out ear-piercing 

shrieks. They were like wailing evil spirits, and their voices were filled with resentment, this made the 

orcs in the cave have goosebumps for some reason. 

A few seconds later, the distorted objects turned into black smoke under the purification effect and 

began to slowly dissipate. This scene caused Jessica, who was in extreme pain, to feel a jolt in her heart, 

she thought to herself, “This little elf actually purified the parasites in this death realm!”! 

“How is this possible?”? 

Her greatest hope was that the other party could use the purification spell to disperse the parasites to a 

safe place and then perform a surgery to prolong their lives. The result of doing so would definitely be 

that the other places would slowly start to die, however, at the very least, it could temporarily suppress 

the injuries. 

But she did not expect that the other party could actually directly purify these parasites. A level-nine elf? 

What was this guy’s background? The Royal Family of the Stars? 

Jessica endured the pain and looked at little cabbage with Bright Eyes. 

“HMM… what should we do next?” 

Just when Jessica was shocked by little cabbage’s energy, little cabbage’s sudden question stunned her. 

“You… You’re asking me?”Jessica was stunned. 

“AH? I didn’t ask you…”little cabbage looked at Jessica and said seriously, “I’m a doctor. Why would I ask 

a patient about such a thing?” 

Jessica asked, “Then who were you just now?” 

Little cabbage said, “I was just casually saying…” 

Jessica:”…” 

“Severing the arteries at the seventh, ninth, and eleventh sections, and the blue spirit bones are in the 

form of dense pine. When cutting the bones, you must be very careful. Otherwise, the bone fragments 

will easily flow into the body and form crystals…” 

At this moment, the Tauren’s voice sounded in little cabbage’s mind again. 

Little cabbage nodded and began to move according to the Tauren’s voice transmission method. 



Alice watched everything from the side, and a strange look flashed across her eyes. 

Chapter 1020: The summoned Dog Egg! 

Although she couldn’t hear the voice in Cabbage’s head, Alice was sure that the guy was teaching 

cabbage how to perform the surgery! 

Ever since cabbage’s bloodline awakened that day, the guy had completely changed his attitude. Every 

day, he would force cabbage to learn a lot of knowledge, this included biological alchemy, system 

alchemy, medicine, shapeshifting, and some other strange knowledge. All of them were thrown to little 

cabbage. 

She was also required to finish reading the content within a fixed time, or she would not be allowed to 

eat, causing the amount of knowledge in little cabbage to skyrocket these days. 

This change made Alice somewhat unable to understand what the other party was trying to do… … 

The surgery went very smoothly under the guidance of the Tauren. Jessica also gradually calmed down 

under the other party’s professional bone-cutting and bone-shaping techniques. 

 

As a mecha operator who had been in the battlefield for many years, this was not the first time that she 

was undergoing bone-shaping surgery. In her opinion, little cabbage’s technique was very professional, 

comparable to some old doctors on the battlefield. 

Was the other party’s words not reliable on purpose? 

However, this fellow should not be a native, right? 

She would never believe that a native Elf who graduated from an unknown wild chicken university could 

have such good skills. 

“Phew…”after about seven hours, little cabbage carefully removed the last piece of crystal-shaped bone 

and tidied up its position before carefully starting to suture it… … 

It was really interesting. There were actually creatures in the world with bones that looked like soft 

crystal chips, and their blood was granular. This kind of surgery was actually completed by the chief 

under the guidance of a long-distance guide. I’m really a genius! 

After stitching up the wound, little cabbage proudly put down the scalpel and said the words that the 

doctor loved to say, “The surgery was very successful. After observing for the next twelve hours, if there 

are no abnormalities, it should be time to enter the recovery period!” 

Jessica looked at this extremely unreliable little fellow. Her feelings were a little complicated. Although 

the process was a little magical, the other party had indeed saved her. 

She was really lucky to be saved in such a situation… 

She did not know how Ivan and Bernie were doing now… 



Thinking of this, Jessica felt even more tired. The high-intensity surgery just now had consumed quite a 

lot of her spiritual energy. She really needed to rest for a while. 

However, she still needed to be on guard before resting. 

Thus, before closing her eyes, Jessica issued an order. Following which, a white light flashed and a tall 

mech appeared in the cave. The muzzle of the weapon was aimed at Alice and the others. 

“Please do not leave the red line, or you will bear the consequences!” 

After Jessica said this weakly, she closed her eyes deeply. On the other side, the mech followed the 

instructions and a red virtual line isolated Alice and the others in a small space. 

“Hey, Hey…”little cabbage was instantly displeased. “Is this how you treat your Savior?” 

The group of Orcs looked at each other and then looked at Hotell. Hotell coughed lightly and went 

forward to say politely, “I’m sorry, Sir Jessica is just being cautious. I represent her to express my sincere 

gratitude to you!” 

Hotell saw very clearly that this little fellow in front of him had the ability to treat his injuries. In the 

current situation, such a good doctor needed to be won over. 

“Humph…”little cabbage tilted her nose. “No sincerity…”as she spoke, she slowly floated to a corner and 

found a place to lie down. 

She was actually not in the mood to argue with these orcs right now. She just wanted to quietly find a 

place to digest the details of the surgery just now… … 

“Is this okay?” 

Alice saw that Jessica’s spiritual power had disappeared and walked to the Tauren’s side. Using her 

telepathy, she asked, “The purpose of our trip this time is to intercept Li Goudan and the others, right? 

Are you sure that being trapped here is not a waste of time?” 

“Nothing…”replied the Minotaur. “There is no problem for the time being.” 

“Oh?” 

Tauren: “Using that level of treasure, that guy should not wake up for the time being!” 

——– — 

At this time, Alice said Li Goudan into another trouble. 

“Dog egg, that sound still have?”A few hundred miles away in a small town of ruins, Guo Xiaoyun looked 

at the town full of corpses, carefully asked. 

“Yes…”Li Goudan also said with a bitter face, “It hasn’t stopped, it’s so annoying…” 

“It’s a bit troublesome…”Guo Xiaoyun took a deep breath and looked at the ground. Through her 

spiritual power, she could vaguely see that deep underground, there was almost a pile of rotten and 

deformed flesh… … 



The trouble was mainly caused by Li Goudan. After they asked the illusionist for help that day, Li Goudan 

often heard an inexplicable call! 

The voice was full of painful moans, as if it was pleading with Liu Goudan… … 

Goudan could not tell what the source of the voice was, but he could hear it inexplicably. Moreover, 

after hearing it, he instinctively did not want to reject it. 

After Guo Xiaoyun heard this inexplicable reaction, her first reaction was: Why are you so full of shit? 

However, there was always a reason for this strange situation. If Goudan ignored this sound, what 

would happen? Guo Xiaoyun was not sure… … 

At this time, if the guy in Goudan’s body was still conscious, he might be able to ask about the specific 

situation. 

But at this time, the other party did not have any reaction at all… … 

Thinking of this, Guo Xiaoyun couldn’t help but sigh. What kind of person would kidnap the two of them 

and hang up on her! 

“What should we do…”Li Goudan scratched his head. “The voice is getting more and more frequent. It 

looks so desolate. Could it be some kind of vengeful spirit?” 

“It would be great if it was just a vengeful spirit!”Guo Xiaoyun couldn’t help but roll her eyes at her. As a 

spiritual professional, she wasn’t afraid of any kind of vengeful spirit, the key was that the description 

from Goudan shouldn’t be that simple. 

It seemed like… It was a request for help… 

“Let’s communicate…”Guo Xiaoyun suddenly suggested after thinking for a while. 

“What?”Li Goudan was stunned. “Are you sure?” 

Guo Xiaoyun nodded. “The other party didn’t hurt you immediately, but they didn’t ask you to help 

them. Obviously, they have a purpose. At this time, rather than being an ostrich, it’s better to take the 

initiative to face them. Maybe we can get some information about the other party.” 

“That makes sense…”Li Goudan nodded, but then he asked, “How do we communicate?” 

“How the Hell Should I know?”Guo Xiaoyun rolled her eyes at him. “It’s not me they are contacting!” 

Li Goudan:”…” 

Seeing the dumbfounded look on Goudan’s face, Guo Xiaoyun suggested, “How about… you try to close 

your eyes and meditate carefully. Maybe you can communicate with them?” 

“Can you do it?”Li Goudan asked suspiciously. 

“We’ll see if it works…”Guo Xiaoyun said impatiently. 

Hearing that, Goudan hesitated for a few seconds, then suddenly shouted and sat cross-legged. “Okay! 

Then you protect this Goudan!” 



Guo Xiaoyun:”…” 

This idiot! 

Goudan closed his eyes, took a deep breath, and entered meditation, sensing the inexplicable call. 

In an instant, the vision happened! 


